駿保安 讓人們輕鬆獲得真正保 障與安全 !

Code Handle
Code Handle® Door

ASSA ABLOY, the global leader
in door opening solutions

Code Handle Door – smart locking, smart looking
ASSA ABLOY Code Handle® Door is a handle with a built-in code lock. It is
battery-powered, so no wiring is needed. You can fit it in just a few minutes since
everything is housed inside the handle. And because there is no need to modify
the door, you can easily move the handle if needed.

Code Handle Door is the perfect lock for interior doors
that have lower security requirements. Typical applications
are office doors, doors separating a shop and warehouse/
staff space, or meeting/consultation rooms. Such doors are
otherwise often left unlocked for convenience, or because a
traditional code lock is expensive, requires extensive
installation, or is not aesthetically appealing.
Code Handle Door considerably increases security. If you
select auto lock mode, you know that the door is always
locked when closed. You can confidently leave your
valuables and documents in the office when you go to
lunch. Conference participants do not have to take their
equipment with them during breaks.
In retail stores, it is an effective barrier to prevent access
to the public to back office and warehouse areas. It also
prevents unauthorized access to office storerooms. From
the inside though, the handle is always unlocked.
You can easily change the code at any time. Each handle can
be given up to 9 different user codes. For example, cleaning/
service personnel can use a shared code for all rooms, while
office workers have personal codes.
To prevent unauthorized access, the lock is disabled for a
few minutes if the incorrect code is entered repeatedly.
For maximum security at night, just lock the door using the
existing lock cylinder at the end of the day.
Code Handle Door is smart, attractive and priced
competitively.

Examples of application areas

Consultation rooms
Stores

Offices
Conference rooms

Code Handle Door
Several models of Code Handle® Door are available and the existing lock case fitted to the
door determines which model is suitable. The models comply with the following standards:
Scandinavia, Euro/DIN, North American ANSI or Japanese lock cases. The handles are available
in right and left versions.

